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To report my findings about black holes.

Stephen Hawking was a world expert on black holes and found out many things about them. Use your findings from your inquiry into black 
holes to explain how they are formed and how they behave. Use the keywords to help you label your diagrams.

Keywords

balloon foil star die collapse squash gravity dense matter fabric

marble ball curve hole pull objects edge trapped escape

How are black holes formed? Draw a diagram of your observations 
here. Add labels to explain what your observations tell you about 
black holes.

How do black holes behave? Draw a diagram of your observations 
here. Add labels to explain what your observations tell you about 
black holes.
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To report my findings about black holes.

Stephen Hawking was a world expert on black holes and found out many things about them. Use your findings from your inquiry into black 
holes to explain how they are formed and how they behave. Use the keywords to help you.

Keywords

balloon foil star die collapse compress gravity dense matter fabric

marble ball curve hole pull objects edge event horizon trapped escape

How are black holes formed? Explain what you observed and 
what this tells us about black holes.

 

 

 

Draw a labelled diagram of your observations here.

How do black holes behave? Explain what you observed and what 
this tells us about black holes

 

 

 

Draw a labelled diagram of your observations here.
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Draw a labelled diagram of your observations here.

How do black holes behave? Explain what you observed and what 
this tells us about black holes.

 

 

 

 

Draw a labelled diagram of your observations here.


